Effect of combination of suboptimal concentrations of P-glycoprotein blockers on the proliferation of MDR1 gene expressing cells.
Pharmacologically active in vivo doses of P-glycoprotein (Pgp) blockers, specifically verapamil, Cremophor EL and PSC833 cause toxicity in addition to that from the concomitantly used cancer chemotherapeutic drugs. It was shown before that these blockers cause different types of toxicities in vivo. We found that these 3 chemically distinct Pgp blockers exert different biophysical effects on the membranes of L1210 MDR cells. They also affect the general metabolism of these cells differently, but all block affinity labeling of Pgp. We could also show that the combination of suboptimal doses of these blockers can restore the uptake of the Pgp substrate rhodamine 123 into L1210MDR, 3T3MDR and KB-VI cells and can reduce the survival rate of these cells when treated in combination with daunorubicin. Our results suggest that the combination of suboptimal doses of these Pgp blockers may be advantageous in clinical practice.